
Grow With Sphero - Beyond the Square

It's hip to be square. Or rectangular. Or a polygon. Spice up your Sphero geometry with new shapes in this week's 

all new #ThursdayLearnDay! 

 

If you've used a Sphero robot before, you've probably programmed it to roll in the shape of a square. But what 

happens when you start adding sides to that shape? How would you program a hexagon or even a tridecagon (13 

sided polygon)? 

 

As you program these shapes and add more and more sides to them, what does the figure start to look like? How 

could you do this with fewer steps and blocks?

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - #ThursdayLearnday

Watch Nik and Kendra explain how to go beyond the square!

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/VdA5jo24M0A

Step 2 - Exploration - What is a polygon?

A polygon is any 2-dimensional shape formed with straight lines. Most polygon names tell you how many sides the

shape has. The yellow triangle has three sides and the green pentagon has five sides.

Even the purple arrow is a polygon because all the sides connect and are straight lines.

https://youtu.be/VdA5jo24M0A


Step 3 - Skills Building - Programming a Polygon

In the picture below you can see a simple program. If you are already familiar with programming Sphero robots, you

may recognize it.

Can you guess which polygon the program will draw? It has four sides, and each heading change increases by 90°.

Create a new program and recreate the code you see below. Run it and watch the location data. What did it draw?

Step 4 - Skills Building - More Polygons

Sphero robots see the world in 360°. So in order to draw an accurate square with a Sphero robot you need to

count the number of angles inside. In the first picture below you can see that there are four equal angles inside of

the square.

Once you count the number of angles, you need to divide 360° by that number. For example:

A square has 4 equal angles

360° / 4 = 90°

Now when you create the program, assuming your first heading will be 0° like in the picture, you would add 90° to

the heading in the next block:

Roll block 1 --> 0°

Roll block 2 --> 0° + 90° = 90°

Roll block 3 --> 90° + 90° = 180°

Roll block 4 --> 180° + 90° = 270°

Do you think this logic or pattern will work with any regular polygon? Take a look at the second picture below? How

many inside angles do you see? Can you use the logic above to program this shape?



What is the name of the regular polygon in the second picture?

Enter your response here...

Step 5 - Challenge - Programming a Circle

While a circle is NOT a polygon, it is a common shape used in programming.

How would you program a circle? Better yet, how many different ways ARE there to program a circle? After you

have tried a handful of ways, attach an image of your most successful circle program you came up with.

(HINT: If you look close, the attached program includes one of our favorite ways to program a circle.)

Show your work by uploading an image


